Subject Area Team Business (SATBUSS)

Meeting January 30 2018, 12.00–13.00 pm, room 4A05

Participants:
Steffen Dalsgaard (VIP), Christopher Gad (VIP), Hanne Westh Nicolajsen (VIP), Liselotte Lagerstedt (SAP), Sophie Kongsbak (SAP), Anna Elizabeth Thomsen (SAP), (Signe Seraphina Agerskov DIM)

Agenda
1. Welcome and round of introduction
2. Approval of the agenda
3. Approval of minutes (Item 1)
4. Main results and issues from the autumn 2018 course evaluation for ILM (Hanne Westh Nicolajsen)
5. Proposed: Status from GBI, DIM and ILM
6. Any other Business